Partner Event

January Education Session

Join us as we partner with CPGR for this upcoming event:

*The 2022 Economic Outlook for the U.S. and Colorado*

What lies ahead for the U.S. and Colorado economies in 2022? Based on the 57th annual Colorado Business Economic Outlook prepared by the CU Leeds School of Business, this forecast analyzes changes that have taken place in all economic sectors during the past year, and looks at the events and activities that will shape the changes in our population, employment, and overall economy for the coming year. In a year of incredible disruption how long will it take to heal the economy? What changes caused by the disruption are likely to last even after “normal” life returns.

Begin the New Year by joining *Dr. Richard L. Wobbekind*, University of Colorado’s leading economist, for an insightful presentation on
where the nation’s economy is headed and what that might mean for Colorado, philanthropy and your organization.

CPGR will closely monitor and follow CDC guidelines regarding in-person events and make adjustments accordingly.

**Masks will be required.**

**The 2022 Economic Outlook for the U.S. and Colorado**

Thursday, January 13, 2022
11:30 am until 1:15 pm
Denver Country Club
1700 East First Avenue
Denver, Colorado 80218

For more information contact:
Tina Drum
TinaDrum@CPGR.org
720.739.1119

---

**Job Postings**

Butterfly Pavilion - **Capital Campaign Coordinator**
Butterfly Pavilion - **Giving Programs Manager**
Center for African American Health - **Communications and Marketing Associate**
Center for African American Health - **Development Associate**
Colorado Health Network - **Development Coordinator**
Western Resource Advocates - **Senior Grants Manager**

[See all job postings >>]
New Philanthropy And Digital Civil Society: Blueprint 2022 Available

Lucy Bernholz of Stanford University’s Center on Philanthropy and Civil Society (PACS) releases an **annual forecast for the sector**. Particularly fun are the buzzwords (DAOs or NFT, anyone?) and the predictions (more renaming, more crypto donations, more new DAFs & LLCs, fewer new foundations).

Thursday, January 13th
8:00 am - 10:00 am

**Discovery Work for Successful Fundraising**

Presented by

*Lauren Wise*

January Coffee Chat will be virtual only.

Learn More
Anyone with fundraising duties in their job description is welcome to attend. Coffee Chats are free to everyone and there is no need to register.

Member Spotlight

Welcome to our newest members!

Cassie Chalfant ~ Eric Hogue ~ Ariel Lee
Amanda Myers ~ Laurel Petralia ~ Suzie Schuckman
Joe Tate ~ Megan Vogels ~ Erika Weiss

Upcoming AFP Events

January 13th
Coffee Chat: Discovery Work for Successful Fundraising
Presented by Lauren Wise
Learn More
January Education Session: The 2022 Economic Outlook for the U.S. and Colorado
Presented jointly with CPGR
Register

We believe the future is a good cause

AFP is a membership organization committed to advancing philanthropy. We offer resources and create opportunities to help fundraising professionals be the best they can be. We bring fundraisers together to network, grow professionally, and advance our field. Visit Our Website

STAY CONNECTED
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